D.A.V. MULTIPURPOSE PUBLIC SCHOOL, SONEPAT
HOLIDAY'S HOMEWORK (2022-23)
CLASS III
SUBJECT - ENGLISH
Taking a break from studies once in a while is very important. It freshens up our body and mind
therefore do take out some time for yourself, family members and friends
ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAYS!
Do all the written work in beautiful handwriting in a thin separate notebook.
1 Read any story book and describe any character of the story in your own words.
2 Write any poem or song ( self composed) on Topic – Water
3 Prepare a dictionary having minimum five words of each alphabet ( new words)with
meaning to enhances the vocabulary.
4 Do the following pages in English Compacta book.
*Naming words( pages10 to19)
*Articles (74 to81)
*Unseen passages(1 to4, 39 to 43, 204 to 206, 220 to221)
*Picture Composition (222 and 223).
5 Practice all the work done inEnglish reader book, notebook and
Practice book.
6. Make a happy jar for yourself in which you have to write all the words in a jar on A4 size
sheet related to any one Topic out of the following * A birthday party
*Hill station
* Marriage function
* A picnic

SUBJECT - MATHS
Project 1 Multiplication Project
https://youtu.be/stId3PoNUzk
Project 2 Addition Wheel
https://youtu.be/vRHnmi0jt34
Both projects are of 10 marks.

Revise units 1,2 and 3 and do written practice in Rough Note Book.
Revise tables from 2 to 15 and do written practice also.
Do ASSIGNMENT in HOLIDAYS HOME WORK NOTE BOOK.
ASSIGNMENT:
1. Write the number namefor 8808
2. Write the numeral for Four thousand four hundred forty four
3. Write the successor for
1788 ____________
4. Write the predecessor for
_________ 1450
5. Write in ascending order.
373, 3773, 3337, 3713, 3737
6. Write in Descending order
1391, 1931, 1309, 9031, 3991
7. Draw an abacus in your notebook and show the value of 4 in 3460.
8. Write in expanded form.
9009
9. Write the successor of greatest two digit number.
10. Write smallest three digit number and greatest two digit number and add it.
11. Complete the pattern.
a) 1000, 2000, 3000, ________ , ________ , _________
b) 2020, 2040, 2060, _______ , _______ , _______
12. Make a largest and smallest 4 digit number by using 9, 0, 8, 1 only once.
13. Add the following
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Arrange in columns and add
79, 332, 1418

16.

Do subtraction
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Arrange in columns and Subtract. Check your answer.
4631 - 2748

19. There are 4962 boys and 7321 girls in a school. What is the total numbers of students?
20. Pragya purchased 1050 chocolates and she distributed 869 to the poor children. How many
chocolates are left?
21 There are 2445 mango trees, 3 419 orange trees and 3002 apple trees in a village. How many
trees are there in all?
22 There are 2559 students in a school. Out of these 1152 are boys. What is the number of girls
in the school?
23 Samaera has stitched 7353 uniforms. She has sold 3191. How many uniforms are left with her?
24 There are 3630 Englishbooks, 3191 Hindi books and 909 comics in a library. Find the total
number of books?
25. Aarikahas 1019 dresses in her wardrobe. She purchased 921 more dresses. Count total
number of dresses.

SUBJECT - SCIENCE
Make a SCRAP BOOK of coloured pages and cover and label it properly. Draw or paste the
following in it 1) Paste the pictures of ‘SENSE ORGANS’.
2) Paste the pictures of 'Animals Living in Plains'.
3) Paste the pictures of ‘Animals Living in Water'.
4) Make a collage of different things we get from plants.
5) Observe the effect of rain on plants and some animals that you see in your neighborhood.
Write your observations.
6) 5th June is celebrated as “World Environment Day”. Grow a sapling on 5th June and watch it
grow. Use manageable pot which you can keep easily at your residence. Paste photos of the
process (minimum four stages).
7) Write ten lines on the topic *HEALTH AND HYGIENE*.
8) Learn and do written practice of Ls 1,2 and 5 in rough notebook.

SUBJECT - HINDI

SUBJECT - SOCIAL STUDIES
NOTE:- Do everything (Q.1-4) in a scrap book
1. Make a family tree. Colour it and paste pictures.
2. Paste pictures of famous food of 10 states of India and write name of the states and their
food.
3. List the activities that you do with your family in your leisure time.
4. On a political map of India, colour and label the following states of India:● Kerala
● Himachal Pradesh
● Assam
● Karnataka
● Haryana
● Arunachal Pradesh
5. Learn lesson 1-4 (complete).

SUBJECT - G. K.
1. Read newspaper daily and write one headline daily in your G.K. notebook.
2. Make a collage of how you celebrated Father’s Day in your G.K. notebook.
3. Write 5 lines about your state. Eg- name of Chief Minister, Governor, Capital etc. in your
G.K. notebook.
4. Make a poster on following topic:
Roll no. 1- 10 Save Electricity
Roll no. 11-20 Save Water
Roll no. 21-30 Save Paper
Roll no. 31-40 Save Environment
5. Revise all the work done in the class.

SUBJECT - COMPUTER
Paste the Pictures of Input Devices on A4 Size Sheet

SUBJECT - ART
1. Draw and colour in Step by Step.
a) Birds (Pages 16-17)
b) Animals (Pages 18-19)
c) Human Figure (Pages 20-27)
2. Make a bird or animal with paper craft.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWJPPURTuJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRIfRUOzoGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqldsA4iEaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jc0x2eV5nEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCiq-a-l-tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4i8wnn05bgc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0mlhEOBXSU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tPeaZc9TfE
Complete all the topics done in the class.

